Exception reporting
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This piece of qualitative research looks into the attitudes of managers, consultants and junior doctors towards the exception reporting process that was introduced as part of the new junior doctors’ contract in December 2016.

The qualitative interviews, conducted in both structured and semi-structured format, provide a range of themes that lead to numerous recommendations for consideration by central government and lobbyists such as the British Medical Association (BMA) as to how the process could be improved.

The major themes that were identified by the interviews are; apathy, cultural issues, safety, stigma, junior-led process, training and practical issues. These are explored in some detail in the paper, with direct quotes evidencing each provided, together with a commentary.

The main recommendations include; an England-wide campaign on exception reporting to address cultural issues and stigma, more active involvement of consultants in the process, treating exception reports as a ‘near miss’ event from a safety perspective, lengthening timelines and introducing penalties for breaching such timelines, allowing for doctors to claim for training opportunities and address practical issues around reporting such as provision of a username and password that is the same as other IT systems in the Trusts.

Further areas of research recommended is an England-wide survey based on the themes that were elicited by the interviews, as well as the facility for further free-text comments from individuals in a survey format in order to collect quantitative data and confirm the themes with further qualitative input.
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Each year thousands of lives are lost due to antibiotic-resistant infections. In order to combat the alarming rise in antimicrobial resistance in the UK, guidance has been published by organisations such as the World Health Organisation and the National Institute for Clinical Excellence to help govern the use of antibiotics. In 2018 our team conducted an audit investigating antimicrobial stewardship on the general surgical wards at the Queen Alexandra Hospital, Portsmouth. This demonstrated poor compliance to the national guidance in the UK on safe antimicrobial prescribing. Our initial intervention was creating posters on the correct procedure of prescribing antibiotics in key clinical areas to promote good practice. A re-audit showed a minor improvement in compliance however this was not significant and consequently we looked into different ways of changing clinical practice. We chose to explore whether educating the prescribers about the importance of antibiotic stewardship and the clinical significance of that would be a more effective method of changing practice.

Working with the microbiology department, we formulated a teaching programme spanning four weeks. After the sessions were completed, we re-audited the surgical wards. This showed a clear improvement in compliance. This suggests the intervention was effective at impacting local clinical practice. We concluded therefore that it is possible and effective to provide relatively short and basic teaching schemes to effectively promote antimicrobial stewardship and change practice.
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Aims There is an increasing evidence-base which suggests that the involvement of junior doctors in NHS leadership activities will improve services and enhance patient safety. In 2018, the HEE-South West Deanery established a Clinical Leadership